Product list
PACKAGES

Basic package
Basic package contains the onboard unit, wiring, antennas
and NB-IoT SIM card. The package is a basic setup for
your mobile home with the CaraControl system. The
contents and functions of the package are furthermore
deﬁned by ''package content''. For remote control via the
data network, it is necessary to purchase the tariﬀ plan of
the prepaid service after installation in the Services section.

Security package
The security package includes the onboard unit, wiring,
antennas, NB-IoT SIM card, external siren, 3 pieces of
wireless intrusion sensors and a Keyless Go card. This
package is an extension of equipment for your caravan or
motorhome including the basic security. ''Package
contents'' further deﬁne the contents and functions of this
package. For remote control via the data network, it is
necessary to purchase the tariﬀ plan of the prepaid service
after installation in the Services section.

SECURITY

Keyless Go card with security
mode button
This card oﬀers automatic and
manual switching of security proﬁles
and Welcome Home function turns on
your awning light automatically upon
your approach to the vicinity of your
vehicle.

Wireless security sensor for
windows and doors
Wireless security sensors with
encrypted communication will send
you a warning message or a
notiﬁcation in case of intrusion.

External siren
Loud siren will discourage any thief in
the case of intrusion.

GAS MEASUREMENT

Wireless gas measuring pad
Easy-to-install wireless shock resistant scale with tilt and
temperature sensors and gas leak detection oﬀers a wide
selection of measurable cylinders, including composites.
This novelty is capable of measuring the ﬁlling volume of up
to two bottles simultaneously with 3% accuracy of up to 6°
tilt.
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WIRING

Power wiring
Basic wiring for connecting the
CaraControl onboard unit. It includes
power leads, output for waste water
tank heating, output for water pump
control, output for ventilator (air
exchanger) and output for siren.

I/O wiring
This wiring includes 4 outputs for
auxiliary heating, 2 outputs for
electric lock, 1 input for the ignition, 1
electricity input (230V) and 1 car
battery input.

Heating comm. cable Alde 5m
This wiring connects to your Alde
heating to give you control over its
functions.

Heating comm. cable Alde 10m
This wiring connects to your Alde
heating to give you control over its
functions. This cable is compatible
with 3010 - 613 and 3020 - 113 / 013
control panels only!

Heating comm. Cable Truma 5m
This wiring connects to your Truma
heating to give you control over its
functions. Requires CP Plus iNet
Ready panel.

Heating comm. Cable Truma 10m
This wiring connects to your Truma
heating to give you control over its
functions. Requires CP Plus iNet
Ready panel.

Electroblock cable
Nordelettronica NE 196-T / NE266
+ NE237
This wiring connects to
Nordelettronica electroblocks to allow
you control over its functions.

Power supply cable Schaudt CSV
Lumberg 8p
This wiring enables control over
Schaudt power supply. Simply
connect it between a power supply
and panel.

Power supply cable Schaudt EBL
Lumberg 10p
This wiring enables control over
Schaudt power supply. Simply
connect it between a power supply
and panel.

Power supply cable Schaudt EBL
Lumberg 12p
This wiring enables control over
Schaudt power supply. Simply
connect it between a power supply
and panel.

Alarm inputs/lighting switch
wiring
This wiring allows the connection of
four seperate alarm outputs
according to the type of alarm. It also
scans the main 12V power supply
switch and up to 5 lighting switches.

Lighting control wiring 6A
Facilitates controlling possibilities of 5
light circuits up to 6 Amps of current
per channel. One channel is reserved
for awning light.
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Lighting control wiring 3A
Extend your controlling possibilities
by 5 additional light circuits with up
to 3 Amps of current per channel.

Wiring for waste water level
measurement for Schaudt panels
5m
This wiring connects between the
probes and panel to obtain the level
of waste water in the waste tank.

Wiring for waste water level
measurement for Schaudt panels
10m
This wiring connects between the
probes and panel to obtain the level
of waste water in the tank.

Wiring for fresh water level
measurement for Schaudt panels
5m
This wiring connects between the
probes and panel to obtain the level
of fresh water in the tank.

Wiring for fresh water level
measurement for Schaudt panels
10m
This wiring connects between the
probes and panel to obtain the level
of fresh water in the tank.

Power supply cable Schaudt EBL
AMP 12p (30/99)
This wiring enables control over
Schaudt power supply. Simply
connect it between a power supply
and panel.

Power supply cable CBE DS300 +
PC1xx/2xx/3xx 16p
This wiring enables control over CBE
power supply. Simply connect it
between a power supply and panel.

Universal power supply switch
This wiring is meant to be used when
you do not own any of the supported
electroblocks. It oﬀers switching
current of up to 10 Amps which can
be increased by an external relay
based on your requirements.

ACCESSORIES

CaraControl onboard unit (spare
part)
Onboard unit connects your external
devices with CaraControl system.

Temperature sensor 2m
This sensor measures the outer
temperature and the values are
displayed in CaraControl application.
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Self-adhesive GNSS antenna
This antenna connected to
CaraControl unit v3 allows you to
request your vehicle's location and
display it on the map.
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Self-adhesive LPWA antenna
This antenna facilitates the
distribution of GSM/LPWA network.

Infrared A/C remote control
Control your aircondition unit
anywhere you are. You can either cool
or heat your living area, depending on
the brand and model of your device.
Consult a table of supported devices
to learn more.

ISM antenna 0-90° SMA
This antenna facilitates the
distribution of ISM network between
our accessories.

SERVICES

Premium multi-bearer services
for 1 year
By purchasing this service, inserted
NB-IoT SIM card will allow you to
control CaraControl unit remotely via
terrestrial networks across the World.
See our current coverage here:
https://www.caracontrol.eu/page/iot-1
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